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Abstract. This work is devoted to the calculation of the energy balance associated with the formation
of an electric arc between the bolt shank and an inner structural part of the fuselage during a lightning strike. Assessment of the pressure build-up in the confined volume around the bolt fastener has
also been performed. This pressure rise comes from the temperature increase and from the mass density
increase (melting and vaporisation of materials). Previous electrical measurements performed by Airbus
Group during a lightning test campaign have been used to calculate the total available electrical energy.
The energies necessary for melting and vaporisation of bolt and rib are derived from thermodynamic
properties of aluminium and titanium. A numerical code has been developed to determine the chemical
composition (under the local thermodynamic equilibrium [LTE] assumption) and the internal energy of
the plasma for air-Al/Ti mixtures. Plasma and material radiation losses and heat conduction losses have
also been evaluated. Finally, an analytical model has been implemented to determine the overpressure as a
function of the deposited electrical energy, the energy involved in the arc formation, the energy necessary
for melting and the plasma composition and mass density. With this approach, maximum pressure values
are in the range 200–330 bars.

1 Introduction
Lightning strikes to aircraft are frequent and unavoidable [1]. On average, a civil aircraft is struck at least once
a year. This phenomenon is a problem for the safety of
ﬂights as it can generate indirect damage [2] on embedded electronics and direct damage [3] on the materials of
the structure. The direct eﬀects have two origins: the
direct attachment of the lightning channel on the aircraft skin and the current propagation along the structure.
In the past, the external structure of aircraft was made
of metal, allowing an eﬃcient dissipation of the electrical
power. But currently, carbon ﬁbre composite (CFC) materials are increasingly used. As they have a lower electrical
conductivity, direct damage is enhanced and new eﬀects
appear [4,5]: perforation following heating and vaporisation located around the arc root, hot point formation on
the internal surface of the fuselage, rupture of composite
materials due to the axial shock wave generated by the
lightning channel and Joule heating of materials.
The present study focuses on one of these processes
as it concerns the assessment of the energy balance and
a
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the calculation of the pressure build-up in the conﬁned
volume around a bolt fastener resulting from the formation of an electric arc (due to a lightning strike) between
bolt and rib. This phenomenon could be a problem as it
can cause outgassing and ejection of molten metal from
the fastener inside the wing tank, as can be seen in the
images of Figure 1. Even if pressure build-up measurements are achievable, either by quantifying speed of
ejected particles or by using a speciﬁc instrumented
fastener, there are to our knowledge no reported data
available in the literature. The theoretical assessment of
the pressure increase is therefore relevant.
The aim of the present study is the development of
a theoretical model coupled with experimental electrical
inputs to realise an energy balance and to calculate the
internal pressure build-up. First, we extract from a previous experimental campaign [6,7] an estimate of the electrical energy injected. Then we describe our thermo-physical
model for material ablation and plasma formation, allowing us to relate the internal energy of the medium to
its chemical and physical properties (composition, physical state, pressure, etc.). Energy losses associated with
plasma radiation and with heat conduction inside the rib
are also evaluated and their importance and inﬂuence
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Fig. 1. Damage around the bolt fastener and ejected molten metal due to sparking.

are discussed. Finally, equating injected electrical energy
and internal energy, and using a given fraction of the
total electrical energy to ablate the walls of the cavity,
we obtain an estimation of the over-pressure inside the
cavity around a fastener.

2 Energy balance
The various energy parts involved in the energy balance
are represented in Figure 2. The initial available energy
(total electrical energy + energy released by aluminium
oxidation) is divided into two terms: the energy transferred to the arc column and the energy deposited into
surrounding materials (bolt and rib). The energy
transmitted to the arc is then split into three contributions: plasma heating, radiation losses and convectionconduction losses. The energy transferred to materials,
meanwhile, is divided into three elements: energy for
melting and vaporisation, heat conduction losses inside
the rib and radiation losses. These various energy parts
are detailed and evaluated in the following section(s).
2.1 Total electrical energy input
A lightning strike test campaign had already been
performed by Airbus Group on samples consisting of a
single fastener assembly of two disks of diameter 20 cm.
For these samples, the single central bolt has a diameter of 6.35 mm; the top disk (4.2 mm thick) represents
the CFC skin and the bottom one (2.4 mm thick) the
aluminium rib (cf. Figs. 3 and 4). During these tests,
the lightning arc was attached to the bolt fastener head.
Voltage drops and current distributions (skin and rib)
were measured and sparking detected by optical means.

The pulse current injected in the assembly during a test
was representative of the waveform current recorded during in-ﬂight measurements [8,9]. More details concerning this work are available in previous publications [6,7].
These measurements have been used in the present study
to calculate the total electrical energy deposited inside the
bolt and the surrounding materials.
As the aim of the present work is the estimation of
the order of magnitude of the overpressure inside the conﬁned volume around the fastener, the energy balance will
be focused on a single tested sample [6,7]. The recorded
current intensity Ibolt-rib between the bolt and the rib for
this sample is reported in Figure 5. Arc voltage Uarc for
the studied sample is given in Table 1. Uarc is determined
from electrical measurements. An electrical model of the
tested sample assembly (bolt, skin and rib) together with
current measurements between bolt and rib, and bolt and
skin allow us to evaluate the arc voltage (see [7] for calculation details).
Once voltage and current between bolt and rib are
known, it is possible to calculate the total electrical
energy Eelec involved in the arc formation and deposited
in materials around the bolt:

Eelec = Uarc × Ibolt-rib (t) × dt.
(1)
The values obtained from equation (1) for the tested
sample is reported in Table 1.

2.2 Energy released by aluminium oxidation
The reaction of aluminium oxidation produces alumina
(4Al + 3O2 → 2Al2 O3 ). This chemical reaction is highly
exothermic. In high temperature conditions, i.e., for
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the energy balance.

Fig. 3. View of a tested sample. 1: rib, 2: skin and 3: central bolt.

temperatures close to or higher than the melting temperature (932 K for aluminium), this reaction becomes a
combustion process releasing a great amount of energy.
Near T = 1000 K, the energy generated by alumina
formation is close to 1640 kJ/mol.
With the assumption that all the available electrical
energy (16.1 J) is involved in melting aluminium, it is
possible to estimate the maximum amount of molten
aluminium. This maximum amount corresponds to a mass
or a mole number given respectively by malu = 10.5 mg or
yalu = 3.9 × 10−4 moles (this estimation is deduced from
the results presented in Sect. 2.3.2). Considering that 2
moles of aluminium are necessary to produce 1 mole of
alumina, the energy released by the oxidation of 10.5 mg
of Al is close to 320 J. This is a huge value compared
to the available electrical energy (16.1 J). Fortunately,
this estimation is not realistic. Indeed, the alumina formation needs molten aluminium but oxygen is obviously also
necessary. In the conﬁguration studied in the present work,
the plasma is formed in a conﬁned volume around a
fastener. Thus there is no input of air inside the system during the arc lifetime. The only oxygen available
for alumina formation is oxygen initially present in the

cavity around the fastener. With a mass density of air
ρair ≈ 1 kg/m3 (corresponding to an altitude of 2 km) in a
conﬁned volume V0 ≈ 70 mm3 around the bolt
fastener, the amount of air available is mair ≈ 7×10−2 mg.
This value corresponds approximately to a mole number
of molecular oxygen yO2 ≈ 5 × 10−7 moles. Considering
that 1.5 moles of O2 are necessary to produce 1 mole
of alumina, the maximum energy really released by the
oxidation phenomenon is close to 0.5 J. This value is an
upper estimation. In fact, it is highly improbable that
all the available oxygen would be involved in aluminium
oxidation. Thus the real fraction of energy produced by
alumina formation is lower than 0.5 J. As a conclusion,
the energy term Eoxy (cf. Fig. 2) is negligible compared
to the total electrical energy and it can be removed from
the energy balance.
2.3 Energy transferred to materials (bolt and rib)
An electric arc is obviously generated between two electrodes: bolt and rib in the present case. The total amount
of energy transferred to the electrodes could be estimated
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of a tested sample near the central bolt fastener.

Table 1. Arc voltage and total electrical energy for the studied
sample.
Uarc (V)
24

Eelec (J)
16.1

Moreover, in our case, the arc duration is short (<100 μs).
Thus the macroscopic spots on the electrodes may be not
completely established and the voltage falls are consequently more diﬃcult to estimate.
Due to these uncertainties regarding electrode
voltage falls, this method of evaluation of the energy
transferred to materials was avoided. Our estimation is
ﬁnally based upon a thermodynamic approach with the
calculation of the energy involved in melting and
vaporisation.
Fig. 5. Current intensity between bolt and rib recorded during
the test campaign [6, 7].

from the anode and cathode voltage falls [10,11].
The total power transmitted to the electrodes is then
assessed by:
Pbolt&rib (W ) = Ibolt-rib (t) × (Uc + φc ) + Ibolt-rib (t)
× (Ua − φa ) ,

(2)

where U (V ) and φ(V ) are respectively the voltage fall
and the potential associated with the work function of
each electrode. Unfortunately, the values of the anode
and cathode voltage falls are relatively uncertain [12–14].

2.3.1 Energy Involved in ablation (melting and vaporisation)
A fraction of the initial available electrical energy is
involved in melting and vaporisation of bolt and rib.
This phenomenon is very important. It is the main
contribution to the pressure build-up since the ablation of
materials around the bolt fastener increases signiﬁcantly
the mass density inside the conﬁned volume. The energy
necessary for melting and vaporisation of aluminium (rib)
and titanium (bolt), called Emat (J) in the present work,
can be obtained from thermodynamic properties of
these elements. These data, taken from references
[15,16], are reported in Table 2 and 3 for Al and Ti
respectively.
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Table 2. Thermodynamic data for Al.
Temperature
(K)
Melting
Tf = 931.7
Vaporisation
Tv = 2740

Latent heat
(J/g)
Melting
Lf = 395
Vaporisation
Lv = 10.99 × 103

2.3.2 Heat conduction losses in the rib

Specific heat
(J/K/g)
Solid Al:
CPs given by [15]
Liquid Al:
CPl = 1.177

In order to study the phenomenon of heat conduction
inside the rib during a lightning strike, it is necessary to
solve the heat transfer equation:
 −−→

∂T
= div κ · grad(T ) + Sφ ,
(5)
ρCP
∂t

Table 3. Thermodynamic data for Ti.
Temperature
(K)
Transition αβ
Tαβ = 1166
Melting
Tf = 1939
Vaporisation
Tv = 3631

Latent heat
(J/g)
Transition αβ
Lαβ = 87
Melting
Lf = 436.5
Vaporisation
Lv = 8.95 × 103

Specific heat
(J/K/g)
Solid Ti α:
CPα given by [15]
Solid Ti β:
CPβ given by [15]
Liquid Ti:
CPl = 0.986

With these thermodynamic properties, it is possible
m
(J/g) necessary for
to calculate the speciﬁc energy Emat
melting and vaporisation (in the present paper the
superscript m refers in all cases to a quantity expressed
per mass unit). For Al and Ti, these speciﬁc energies
are respectively given by integration over temperature:
m
EAl



Tf

=

m
=
ETi

T0



CPs (T )dT

Tαβ

T0



Tf

+ Lf +

Tv

Tf

CPα (T )dT + Lαβ +

Tv

+





CPl (T )dT + Lv , (3)

Tf

Tαβ

CPl (T )dT + Lv .

CPβ (T )dT + Lf
(4)

where ρ, CP and κ are respectively the mass density, the
speciﬁc heat (CPs and CPl given in Tab. 2 or 3) and the
thermal conductivity of the material (Al in our case).
These data vary with temperature. They are taken from
references [15,16]. Sφ is the source term (thermal radiation, convection, etc.).
In this study we only want an estimation of heat conduction losses. Thus relation (5) will not be solved in
a 3D transient case. The geometry will be simpliﬁed in
order to solve equation (5) in a 1D transient conﬁguration. To achieve this simpliﬁcation, the rib is assumed to
be represented by a semi-inﬁnite cylinder with a radius
R = 4.2 mm (cf. Fig. 6). This last value is chosen so
that the top circular surface of the cylinder is equivalent to the total surface of the rib in front of the bolt.
This assumption to represent the rib as a semi-inﬁnite
cylinder is crude and far from the real geometry, but it allows accurate evaluation of the heat depth penetration inside the rib. With this simpliﬁcation, equation (5)
reduces to (1D transient case):


∂
∂T
∂T
ρCP
=
(6)
κ×
+ Sφ ,
∂t
∂z
∂z
where the axis z corresponds to the axis of the cylinder.
In order to study heat conduction losses inside the rib, we
need to impose the value of the heat ﬂux Q(t) impacted
by the arc on the rib.
In this work, the value of the heat ﬂux Q(t)
corresponds to the total electrical energy deposited in the
sample assembly and Q(t) is imposed on the top circular
surface of the cylinder. The calculus of the heat ﬂux is
presented in equation (7):

These calculations lead ﬁnally to:
m
EAl

Q(t) =

= 13625 J/g,

m
ETi
= 11913 J/g.

As we can see, these values are not so diﬀerent (relative
diﬀerence of 13%). The melting and the vaporisation of a
given mass of Al or Ti have thus more or less the same
“energy cost”.
With these speciﬁc energies and the total electrical
energy calculated in Section 2.1, it is possible to evaluate the maximum mass of vaporised material (with the
assumption that all the available initial electrical energy is
involved in melting and vaporisation). For example, in the
case of aluminium (rib ablation only), a maximum amount
of vaporised material equal to 1.18 mg is obtained for the
studied sample.

Ibolt-rib (t) × Uarc
.
π × R2

(7)

This equation allowed the obtaining of the heat ﬂux plotted in Figure 7.
The resolution of equation (6) allows the obtaining of
the temperature ﬁeld T (z, t) inside the material as a function of time and depth. The resolution is performed with
a ﬁnite volume method [17,18]. It should be noted that
thermal exchanges (convection) on the lateral surface of
the cylinder as well as thermal radiation losses from the
material are completely neglected here. Thus, the source
term Sφ is imposed to zero in equation (6).
Temperature proﬁles as a function of depth z inside
the rib and time are presented in Figure 8.
The depth of penetration inside the rib of the 932 K
isotherm (corresponding to the melting temperature of
aluminium) as a function of time is also presented in
Figure 9.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) simplified geometry of the calculation domain and (b) heat flux imposed on the top surface of the calculation
domain.

Fig. 7. Heat flux profile applied at the surface.

Fig. 8. Temperature profiles inside the rib as a function of
time and depth.

The main conclusion coming from these results is that
heat propagation inside the rib during the arc lifetime
(≈80 μs) is not so signiﬁcant. Indeed, high values of temperature are limited to the area close to the top surface
of the cylinder (even at t = 80 μs, cf. Fig. 8). As a consequence, heat conduction losses inside the rib could be
omitted from the energy balance during the arc lifetime,
i.e., the energy term EHCL (cf. Fig. 2) will be ignored in
the global energy balance.

electric arc with the anode material applied to a lightning
impact, Lago et al. [4,19] have clearly demonstrated that
the radiated energy from material is negligible in the
balance of energy exchanges at the anode. As a consequence, following these authors, we can conﬁdently assume
that the energy part Erad mat associated with material
radiation losses is not necessary and could be removed
from the energy balance.

2.3.3 Radiation losses from material

2.4 Energy transferred to the arc column

A material at a temperature T is assumed to radiate
energy (thermal radiation) following the StefanBoltzmann law (grey body radiation):

2.4.1 Heating of the arc

Qrad mat (W/m2 ) = εσSB T 4 ,

(8)

where σSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (σSB = 5.67×
10−8 W/m2 /K4 ) and ε is the emissivity of the material (for aluminium and titanium, this emissivity could be
found in Ref. [16]). In their study of the interaction of an

Arc formation and plasma heating require energy.
This energy (called Eplasma (J) thereafter) is a fraction
of the initial electrical energy. It can be evaluated by the
calculation of the speciﬁc internal energy U m (J/kg) which
is a function of plasma temperature and pressure (or mass
density in the conﬁned volume) but also of the mixture.
As a consequence, the ﬁrst step to obtain the internal
energy is the calculation of the plasma composition.
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a) Electrical neutrality:
N


Zi ni = 0,

(9)

i=1

where N is the total number of chemical species. Zi and
ni (m−3 ) are respectively the charge and the population
number density of the ith species.
b) Conservation of atomic proportions:
εj

N


ni Ci,k =εk

i=1

Fig. 9. Depth of penetration of the Al melting temperature
(932 K) as a function of time.

N


ni Ci,j ,

(10)

i=1

where εj and εk are the relative proportions of two
elementary atomic species and Ci,j and Ci,k are the
elements of the composition matrix [20].
c) Conservation of mass density:

In the present study, a speciﬁc numerical code based upon
the assumption of a thermodynamic equilibrium is
developed to obtain the plasma composition. This model
is built on the law of mass action (chemical equilibrium)
and the chemical base concept deﬁned by Godin and
Trépanier [20]. All the details concerning this method
and the associated matrix formalism could be found in reference [20]. For the plasma composition calculation
for mixtures of air and metallic vapour (Al and Ti), the
following chemical species have been considered:

ρ=

N


mi ni .

(11)

i=1

It is possible to write relations (9)–(11) as a function of
the population number densities of the electrons and the
atoms (ne , nN , nO , nTi , nAl and nAr ). All other densities can be expressed from these six densities through the
mass action law (this law can be written for each chemical
reaction occurring in the plasma):
M


nνi i

M


Qνi i ,

– 23 atoms and ions: N, N+ , N++ , N+++ , O, O+ , O++ ,
O+++ , O− , Ti, Ti+ , Ti++ , Ti+++ , Ti− , Al, Al+ , Al++ ,
Al+++ , Al− , Ar, Ar+ , Ar++ , Ar+++ and the electrons;
– 16 diatomic molecules: O2 , O2 + , O2 − , N2 , N2 + , NO,
NO+ , Al2 , Al2 − , AlN, AlN− , AlO, AlO+ , AlO− , TiO
and TiN− ;
– 16 polyatomic species: NO2 , NO2 − , N2 O, N2 O+ , O3 ,
N3 , NO3 , N2 O3 , N2 O4 , N2 O5 , AlO2 , AlO2 − , Al2 O,
Al2 O+ , Al2 O2 and Al2 O2 + .

where M is the number of chemical species involved in
the considered chemical reaction. νi are the stoichiometric
coeﬃcients of the reaction and Qi (m−3 ) the total volumetric partition function given by:

It should be noted that the formation of condensed species
at low temperature (pure metals or metallic oxides such as
alumina Al2 O3 ) are not included in the present calculation
of the plasma composition. Indeed, even if these chemical species are formed during the arc decay, they have no
inﬂuence on the internal energy value at high temperature. As a consequence they are not taken into account in
this study.
The six basic equations of the model are the
electrical neutrality, the four conservation equations of
the stoichiometric proportions between elementary atomic
components (O/N, Ti/N, Al/N and Ar/N) and the
conservation of mass density (it should be noted that in
most cases, i.e., at constant pressure, this is the equation of
pressure conservation that is used but in our work we have
to use the mass density conservation equation because the
composition calculation is performed at constant volume).
These relations can be written as [20]:

h and kB are the Planck and Boltzmann constants respectively. Eiref is the reference energy of the ith species (i.e.,
the internal
its enthalpy of formation at 298 K) and Qint
i
partition function [21].
In the present work, internal partition functions of
atoms and their positive ions are taken from Drawin and
Felenbok [22]; internal partition functions were assumed
to be equal to the degeneracy of the ground state for
negative atomic ions; they were calculated with the Morse
potential minimisation method [23,24] for diatomic
species and following Herzberg [25] for polyatomic species.
The spectroscopic data (Dunham coeﬃcients, vibrational
frequencies and degeneracies, rotational constants,
moments of inertia and symmetry numbers) essential to
the calculation of the internal partition functions of molecules were taken from Chase et al. [15] and Huber and
Herzberg [26].

i=1

Qi =
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3
2

=

i=1

× Qint
i (T ) × exp

(12)

Eiref
kT

,

(13)
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Fig. 10. Composition for a plasma Air-Al (mass proportions).

With the equilibrium composition, it is then possible to calculate analytically the thermodynamic
properties of the plasma such as the speciﬁc internal
energy U m (J/kg):
U m (T ) =

N
N


∂ ln Qint
3
i
kB T
Ni + kB T 2
Ni
2
∂T
i=1
i=1

+

N


Ni Eiref ,

(14)

i=1

where Ni (kg−1 ) = ni /ρ.
As an example of these calculations, the composition for a mixture (mass proportions) 50% air – 50%
aluminium and a mass density ρ = 1 kg/m3 is presented in
Figure 10. At low temperature ( T < 5000 K), dominant
chemical species are molecules such as N2 , Al2 O, Al2 and
AlO. In the intermediate temperature range (5000 K <
T < 15 000 K), neutral atoms (N, Al, O and Ar) are
dominant whereas ions and electrons are in a majority
at high temperature (T > 15 000 K).
Speciﬁc internal energies U m are also given in
Figures 11a and 11b for several air-aluminium mixtures
and several mass density values. A decrease of the speciﬁc
internal energy is clearly observable with increasing mass
density and increasing concentration of metal.
2.4.2 Plasma energy losses
The energy of the arc is mainly evacuated in two ways:
radiation and convection-conduction. Concerning radiation, it is possible to evaluate the total power radiated
by the plasma in the frame of the net emission coeﬃcient
(NEC) theory. This approach, not detailed here,
was deﬁned by Lowke [27] and Lowke and Capriotti [28].
The calculation of the NEC is based upon simplifying assumptions concerning the plasma geometry [28]:

the plasma is assumed to be spherical (radius RP ) homogeneous and isothermal. The local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) hypothesis is also considered. Of course, the
geometry of arc thermal plasmas is usually cylindrical and
not spherical but it has been demonstrated that the NEC
at the centre of a sphere is close (no more than 10%
deviation) to that obtained on the axis of an inﬁnite cylinder [29]. The NEC is deﬁned by the diﬀerence between
the power radiated by a unit volume and the radiation
proceeding from the other regions of the plasma and
absorbed in that unit volume. In spite of the simplifying
assumptions made for its calculation, the NEC is eﬃcient
in radiative transfer modelling in the case of high thermal
plasma temperatures [29,30]. In the present work, the
following radiation mechanisms are taken into account for
the calculation of the NEC:
– atomic lines (self-absorbed or optically thin [31]);
– atomic continuum (attachment, Bremsstrahlung and
recombination);
– molecular continuum (photo-ionization, photodissociation and photo-attachment);
– molecular bands: for air, from reference [31], O2
Schumann-Runge, N2 ﬁrst positive and second positive, N+
2 Meinel and ﬁrst negative and NO gamma,
delta, beta and epsilon molecular band systems have
been considered.
The NEC (power per volume unit and per solid angle
unit) is ﬁnally computed as the divergence of the total
radiative ﬂux at the center of the plasma assimilated to an
isothermal sphere of radius RP . Radiation power is integrated over a large range of photon energy corresponding
to the wavelength range from 30 nm to 4.5 μm (VUV to
infrared).
Figure 12 shows the net emission coeﬃcient obtained
in this work for a 99% air – 1% Al mixture (mass proportions) at ρ = 1 kg/m3 and for a plasma radius RP = 2 mm
(with this radius, the volume of the plasma considered
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 12. NEC for air-aluminium mixture.

Fig. 11. (a) Specific internal energy for several air-aluminium
mixtures (mass proportions). (b) Specific internal energy for a
plasma air-aluminium (mass proportion).

is of the same order of magnitude of the conﬁned
volume V0 ). In addition to the total NEC, the partial
NEC, including only radiation for which λ > 200 nm (i.e.,
without the VUV contribution), is also presented.
As can be seen in Figure 12, for this mixture, the inﬂuence of VUV radiation becomes signiﬁcant for
temperature above 10 000 K. It is also well known that
in air plasma, VUV radiations (λ < 200 nm) are rapidly
absorbed (in a few micrometres) mainly because of
oxygen molecules. As a consequence, a signiﬁcant part
of the plasma radiated power is not lost since it is
re-absorbed in the surrounding cold area of the arc.
Moreover, in the present study, the plasma is created in
a conﬁned volume around the bolt. Thus, radiation is
trapped inside the system, it does not escape and it ﬁnally
contributes to plasma or material (bolt and rib) heating. From these considerations, it seems that the plasma
radiated power does not play a crucial role in the
energy balance. Nevertheless, it is interesting to determine
the energy associated with plasma radiation Erad plasma .
This can be done from the NEC calculations (considering only the non-VUV part since VUV radiation is totally
re-absorbed):
Erad plasma = V0 4πεN Δtarc ≈ 0.7 J,

(15)

where V0 (≈ 70 mm3 ) is the conﬁned volume around the
bolt. εN is the net emission coeﬃcient and Δtarc (≈80 μs)
is the approximated arc lifetime. In this calculation, the
plasma temperature is assumed to be close to 12 000 K
(i.e., close to the mean temperature of the plasma during
the arc lifetime). Thus the NEC value (without VUV) is
around 1.0 × 1010 W/m3 /sr.
As a conclusion, from the above considerations
(re-absorption of VUV and other radiations trapped
inside the system), and considering the value obtained for
Erad plasma is signiﬁcantly lower than the total available
electrical energy (16.1 J), it is ﬁnally assumed that the
energy Erad plasma corresponding to plasma radiation
could be discounted in the global energy balance.
In order to evaluate completely the possible
plasma energy losses, it is also necessary to discuss convection and conduction. It is very diﬃcult to evaluate
analytically the energy exchanges due to conduction and
convection inside the arc. Heat conduction in the plasma
is associated with temperature gradients (energy transfer
from central hot regions of the arc to surrounding cold
peripheral zones). Energy exchanges due to convection are
related to ﬂuid ﬂows. It is proved from MHD modelling
of plasma processes [32] that these phenomena are signiﬁcant in the energy balance of high temperature arcs.
But here again, as for plasma radiations, we should consider that the plasma is formed in a conﬁned volume.
As a consequence, even if heat exchanges through conduction and convection are signiﬁcant, they are limited to
the closed area around the bolt. These phenomena ﬁnally
contribute to the heating of the gas inside the volume
and to the heating of materials (bolt and rib). Thus, they
can be removed from the energy balance as they are indirectly taken into account in the other energy terms of the
balance.

3 Pressure build-up calculation
The most accurate method to obtain theoretically the
pressure ﬁeld (as a function of time and space) inside
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the conﬁned volume around the bolt fastener would be to
develop a 3D transient magneto-hydrodynamic model of
arc-material interactions during the lightning strike [5,32].
Unfortunately, this kind of model is time consuming
and rather complex to develop. In this work, a simpliﬁed approach is implemented on the basis of the following
assumptions:
– the plasma tends to occupy all the conﬁned volume
around the bolt;
– the plasma can be described by a mean temperature
and a mean pressure (at least around the moment
when the current intensity is maximum).
These assumptions are not so crude since the arc
duration is around 100 μs (cf. Fig. 5). Indeed, this time is
long enough to allow arc movements and signiﬁcant
heating of gases inside the conﬁned volume.
For the calculation of the pressure build-up, as stated
in previous section(s), all kind of losses (material radiation and heat conduction inside the rib as well as plasma
radiation and conduction and convection around the
arc) would be ﬁnally discounted in the energy balance.
Moreover, as the aim of the present study is the evaluation of the maximum value of the overpressure in the
conﬁned volume around the bolt, the removal of losses
ensure the obtaining of the maximum value of pressure.
The energy balance of the system is then simply given by:
Eelec = Emat + Eplasma ,

(16)

where, as stated previously, Emat and Eplasma are respectively the energy involved in ablation and vaporisation of
materials, and the energy necessary for arc formation and
plasma heating. These energy terms can be written as a
function of the total electrical energy:
Emat = α × Eelec ,

(17)

Eplasma = β × Eelec ,

(18)

with 0 < α < 1, 0 < β < 1 and α + β = 1.
The data known for the initiation of the pressure
calculations are:
1) The total available electrical energy Eelec (J)
(cf. Tab. 1).
m
2) The speciﬁc energy Emat
(J/g) necessary for melting and vaporisation of aluminium or titanium (cf.
Sect. 2.3.1).
3) The mass density ρair ≈ 1 kg/m3 inside the conﬁned
volume before the lightning strike. It corresponds to
the mass density for an altitude of 2 km. The accuracy
of this initial mass density is not critical since it has a
limited inﬂuence on the pressure build-up.
4) The conﬁned volume V0 ≈ 70 mm3 around the bolt
fastener. This value was estimated from the studied
sample. It should be noted that this conﬁned volume
value around the bolt (70 mm3 ) is higher for the studied sample compared to a real bolt fastener assembly

on an aircraft. Indeed, for the test campaign previously performed by Airbus Group [6,7], the distance
between bolt and rib was voluntarily slightly increased
to facilitate the arc ignition during the tests.
5) The plasma composition and the speciﬁc internal
energy U m (J/kg) as a function of mixture, temperature and total mass density ρ of the plasma.
Unfortunately, ρ is unknown since it depends on:
– the initial mass density of the air ρair around the
bolt (known value);
– the mass of vaporised material injected inside the
conﬁned volume ρvap
mat (unknown).
The mass density of the plasma is thus given by:
ρ = ρair + ρvap
mat .

(19)

As we will see later, the total mass density of the plasma
will be ﬁxed at diﬀerent values in a realistic range for
the present study (1 kg/m3 < ρ < 30 kg/m3 ). ρ and ρair
allow the obtaining of ρvap
mat and consequently percentages
of air and metallic vapour (Al and/or Ti) needed for the
calculation of the composition and the speciﬁc internal
energy.
With the data presented above, the problem is still
undetermined and it is not possible to recover the pressure build-up. To achieve the overpressure calculation,
it is necessary to make an additional assumption relating to either the mass of ablated material or the temperature range in the plasma core. Since the pressure value
is very sensitive to the amount of metal vapour, it is not
realistic to ﬁx a priori the mass of ablated material.
On the other hand, taking into account the total electrical
energy deposited around the bolt (cf. Tab. 1) and considering an analogy with other processes involving transient
electric arcs such as in low-voltage circuit-breakers [33],
it is possible to deﬁne a relevant interval for the maximum temperature value. It has been assumed that the
temperature in the plasma core is in the range 10 000–
20 000 K. With this additional assumption concerning the
plasma temperature, it becomes possible to estimate the
pressure rise.
The energies Emat and Eplasma can be rewritten as a
function of the above data and we have:
m
Emat = Emat
× V0 × (ρ − ρair ) ,

(20)

Eplasma = U m × V0 × ρ.

(21)

The parameters α and β are then expressed as:
α(ρ, T ) =

m
× V0 × (ρ − ρair )
Emat
,
Eelec

(22)

U m × V0 × ρ
.
(23)
Eelec
The calculation of α and β is ﬁnally performed with the
following equations:
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β(ρ, T ) =

α(ρ, T ) =

m
× (ρ − ρair )
Emat
,
m
Emat × (ρ − ρair ) + U m × ρ

(24)
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Fig. 13. Fraction of energy involved in melting and vaporisation of material (Al only) as a function of ρ and T .

β(ρ, T ) = 1 − α(ρ, T ).

(25)

While varying the mass density ρ in the range 1–30 kg/m3
and the temperature T in the interval 10 000–20 000 K,
one obtains maps of parameters α and β as a function of
ρ and T .
As an example, the parameter α is given in Figure 13
for rib ablation only (i.e., aluminium melting and
vaporisation).
The knowledge of α and β as a function of ρ and T
allows the construction of another 3D graph representing the variation of the pressure in the conﬁned volume
according to the temperature range (10 000 K–20 000 K in
our case) and to the initial electrical energy. This result is
presented in Figure 14 in the case of rib (Al) ablation.
Pressure is simply obtained from the composition of
the plasma and temperature by:
P =

N


ni kT − ΔPvirial − ΔPDebye ,

Fig. 14. Pressure inside the confined volume as a function of
total electrical energy and plasma temperature (rib ablation
only).

(26)

i=1

ΔPvirial and ΔPDebye are ﬁrst order corrections corresponding to deviations from ideal gas law. ΔPvirial is the
virial correction [34] associated with interactions
between neutral chemical species at low temperature
whereas ΔPDebye is the Debye-Hückel correction [21]
due to interactions between charged particles at high
temperature.
The pressure is also reported in Figure 15 for the two
extreme isotherms (10 000 K and 20 000 K) as a function
of the total electrical energy (the particular energy for the
tested sample is highlighted). In this case (rib ablation
only), for the studied sample, the pressure build-up is in
the range: 240–330 bars.
The same results (i.e., pressure as a function of total
electrical energy at 10 000 K and 20 000 K) are presented
in Figure 16 in the case of rib ablation (aluminium)
and bolt vaporisation (titanium). The pressure value corresponding to 10 000 K is lower in the case of titanium

Fig. 15. Pressure inside the confined volume for plasma
temperatures of 10 000 K and 20 000 K as a function of
total electrical energy (rib ablation only).

(bolt ablation only). On the other hand, the maximum
pressure value at 20 000 K is the same for rib or bolt
vaporisation. This result is very interesting. Indeed, it
seems that it is not necessary to assess the fraction of
energy really involved in rib ablation compared to the one
for bolt vaporisation to obtain an estimation of the maximum pressure build-up. This value can be determined
considering only rib (Al) ablation.
Finally, it should be noted that the overpressure is
also a function of the volume of the cavity around the
bolt. In order to study the inﬂuence of this volume, keeping the same value of the electrical energy input (16.1 J),
the calculations presented above have been also realised
for two other values of the volume: V0 = 200 mm3 and
V0 = 10 mm3 . For V0 = 200 mm3 , the pressure range
ﬁnally obtained is 120–170 bars. For V0 = 10 mm3 , the
pressure interval is 2300–2900 bars. The overpressure is
obviously higher with decreasing volume. However, the
pressure values obtained for the smallest volume (10 mm3 )
should be considered carefully. Indeed, for such pressure
values, the equation of state, i.e., the real gas law given by
equation (26), is no longer valid. Moreover, the volume of
ablated material (rib and bolt) is not completely negligible
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Fig. 16. Pressure inside the confined volume for plasma
temperatures of 10 000 K and 20 000 K as a function of
total electrical energy. Comparison of rib and bolt ablation.

compared to the initial volume V0 . Thus the calculation
of the plasma composition at constant volume is not fully
justiﬁed in this case.

4 Conclusion
An analytic model has been developed to estimate the
pressure build-up in the conﬁned volume around a bolt
fastener during a lightning strike. This model is based
upon an energy balance of the system:
– the total available electrical energy was calculated
from previous measurements (voltage drops and
current distributions);
– the energy transferred to surrounding materials is
assumed to be equal to energy involved in melting and
vaporisation of bolt and rib. This energy is
obtained from thermodynamic properties (speciﬁc and
latent heats) of aluminium and titanium. All kinds of
materials losses (radiation and heat conduction) are
assumed to be negligible;
– the energy necessary for arc creation and plasma
heating was determined from derivation of equilibrium
composition and thermodynamic properties of the arc
plasma as a function of temperature, mass density and
mixture. As for material, all kinds of plasma losses
(radiation, conduction and convection) are ignored.
With this theoretical approach, pressure values
inside the conﬁned volume are ﬁnally obtained in the range
200–330 bars.
This work is a ﬁrst step in estimating pressure
build-up in fastener in order to derive relevant conﬁnement or mounting torque speciﬁcations.
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